
Baseball by Numbers

Year At bat (AB) Hits (H) Batting Average (AVG)

2000 569 196 .344
2001 574 160 .279
2002 505 140 ____
2003 570 ____ .302
2004 458 123 .269
2005 ____ 157 .301
2006 524 139 .265

Statistics are a very important part of baseball, many
say it is a “game of numbers.” There are many statistics in
baseball, but on this worksheet we will focus on one of the most
important: BATTING AVERAGE.

Batting Average (AVG for short) is a percentage that shows you how
successful players are at getting hits. To get a player's batting average, you
divide the number of “hits” by the number of times at bat or “at bats.” Batting
average is shown as a proportion - a 1.000 batting average would mean that a
player gets a hit every time he or she has a turn at bat. For example, three hits in
three at bats (3 divided by 3) would equal a batting average of 1.000.  A batting
average of .500 would mean that a player gets one hit in every two at bats
(1 divided by 2). In baseball, a batting average above .300 (3 hits in every 10 at bats or
3 divided by 10) is very good. Note: For AVG, always round to the nearest hundredth.

Carlos Delgado is the first baseman for the New York Mets and one of baseball's greatest
home run hitters. Let's see how his batting average was from 2000 to 2006.

Exercise 1

In the 2000 season, Carlos collected 196 hits in 569 at bats.
So his batting average was .344 (196 divided by 569).

(A) How do you write .344 as a percentage? 
CIRCLE ANSWER

a) 3.44%    b) 34.4%    c) 344% A   B   C 

Now use Figure 3 to help you answer the 3 questions
on the next page. When you are done, you can use
Carlos’ baseball card to check your work.
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People who watch baseball love to keep
score.  Most people also like to know how
their favorite team or player is doing from
one season to the next.  If you want to do
this properly, you must have the figures
(statistics) to show how they have per-
formed and know what the figures mean.

Baseball is America’s 

#1 national pastime

The Toronto Blue Jays play
all of their home games at
Rogers Centre in Toronto.

The Blue Jays won the
World Series in 
1992 and 1993.

THE HIGHER THE AVG, THE BETTER THE BATTER.

Car
los Delgado of the New York Mets



Exercise 2

(a) What was Vernon's worst year? What was his AVG that year?
(Don't forget: the higher the AVG, the better the batter.)

(b) How many hits did Vernon get in his best year?
What year was his best?

(c) Now see if you can calculate Vernon's total batting average from
1999 to 2005. (Round to the nearest hundredth)

Batting Average Check
Now pretend that you are a

baseball manager and you think
that you would like to get

Vernon Wells to play for your
team. You will want to have an
idea of his past performance, so
you should look very closely at
his batting average in previous

years.

The last MLB player to havemore than a .400 battingaverage was Ted Williamswho batted .406 in 1941

Exercise 1 (cont.)

(b) In 2002, Carlos had 505 at bats and 140 hits.
What was his batting average for the year? (Round to
the nearest hundredth)

(c) In 2003, he had 570 at bats and ended up with a
batting average of .302. How many hits did he have?

(d) Carlos finished 2005 with a batting average of 
.301 and 157 hits. How many at bats did he have?
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